INTERNATIONAL EDUCATION

This is a list of some of the resources related to the subject of international education, as the Education Library celebrates International Education Week (IEW). Canada is joining over 85 countries around the globe to celebrate international education (IE) on November 16-20, 2015.

International Education Week (IEW) is designed to showcase the significant contribution that international education makes in preparing Canadians for the global world and supports Canada's efforts to engage effectively on the international stage.

Check out the Education Library’s Twitter, Blog and Facebook pages - you will find a wealth of information about the Education Library’s services and resources.

Advancing equity and achievement in America’s diverse schools: inclusive theories, policies, and practices  LC1099.3.A38 2014

Breaking the mold of education for culturally and linguistically diverse students: innovative and successful practices for the 21st century  LC3731.B655 2012

Comparative and international education: an introduction to theory, method, and practice  LB43.P54 2014

Culturally proficient practice: supporting educators of English learning students  PE1128.A2Q49 2012

Educating for democratic consciousness: counter-hegemonic possibilities  LC1091.E38417 2013


Global school: connecting classrooms and students around the world  LC1090.K53 2013

Globalization, culture, and education in South Asia: critical excursions  LC67.S66G56 2012


Globalizing minds: rhetoric and realities in international schools  LC1090.G558 2014

Home, school, and community collaboration: culturally responsive family engagement  LC225.3.G73 2013
Immigrant and refugee students in Canada  LC3747.C2I46 2014

International education and schools: moving beyond the first 40 years  LC1090.I553 2013

International education and the next-generation workforce: competition in the global economy  LB43.I583 2014


International education hubs: student, talent, knowledge-innovation models  LC1090.I563 2013

International handbook of progressive education  LB14.7.IS4 2015

Internationalizing schools  LC1090.I586 2011

Multicultural education for learners with special needs in the twenty-first century  LC1099.M832 2014

Multimodal texts from around the world: cultural and linguistic insights  P40.M85 2012

Portraits of promise: voices of successful immigrant students  LC3726.S23 2013

Principles and practices of teaching English as an international language  PE1128.A2P727 2012

Re-engaging disconnected youth: transformative learning through restorative and social justice education  LC46.5.M6856 2011

Refugee and immigrant family voices: experience and education  LC191.Q568 2009

Service-learning and educating in challenging contexts: international perspectives  LC220.5.S4547 2012

Schooling internationally: globalisation, internationalisation, and the future for international schools  LC1090.S423 2011

Social justice leadership for a global world  LB2805.S687 2012

Studying diversity in teacher education  LB1715.S798 2011

Teaching citizenship education: a radical approach  LC1091.L35 2012

Teaching for dissent: citizenship education and political activism  LC1091.S75 2012
You, me and diversity: picturebooks for teaching development and intercultural education
LC1099.D64 2014

Walking the equity talk: a guide for culturally courageous leadership in school communities
LC213.2.B77 2012

Village proposal: education as a shared responsibility  LC221.P37 2011
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